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ABSTRACT
In video compression class projects, students may observe some strange behaviors when using video
codecs. Some performance metrics from a mediocre codec such as motion JPEG-2000 (or simply
JPEG2000) may have exceptionally high values at certain compression ratios as compared to other
high performing codecs. This strange behaviors may be overlooked by instructors and students may
never understand why this is happening. In this paper, we will first highlight the strange behaviors. We
will then use experiments to systematically determine the root cause. Our experiments show that, if one
uses a previously compressed and decompressed video in some compression experiments, then it is
highly likely that some strange behaviors will show up. Some advice will be provided to instructors,
tutors, and students on how one can prevent such behaviors from occurring.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Videos have been widely used in surveillance [1]-[11], traffic monitoring [13]-[15], and
planetary exploration [18]. Video compression [19] helps data storage [20][21], reduces
bandwidth usage [15], achieves real-time video communications [16][17], and is a popular
course in many universities. When instructors teach video compression techniques in
undergraduate or graduate courses, students are usually given some class projects to apply
and compare different video codecs in the literature using some videos. Sometimes, students
simply search the Internet and find some interesting videos without knowing the quality of
the videos. As a result, some strange compression results may be encountered. For instance, a
low quality video shown in Figure 1 may be used to compare different codecs. The peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) results of different video codecs at different compression ratios
are shown in Figure 2. One can immediately notice that the motion JPEG-2000 [22] results
look exceptionally well between 0.01 and 0.02 compression ratios. However, this does not
make sense because motion JPEG-2000, a codec of the 2000’s, should not work that well as
compared to other recent codecs such as X264 [23], X265 [24], and Daala [25]. Daala is a
recent open source software developed based on lapped transform [26][27]. What caused
such a strange and puzzling behavior? Students usually asked the instructors or tutors for
help. They were probably told that their experiments might have some flaws. For example,
they might have wrongly calculated the compression ratios, incorrectly set some quality
control parameters in the codecs, etc. Then students spent a lot of time trying to fix their
codes. However, after many hours of debugging, they were still frustrated because they could
not find any errors in their codes.
.
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Frame 1

Frame 50

Figure1. Two frames from a low quality video. There are color distortions in the frames.

From the above simple example, there are two natural and important questions that need to be
answered. First, does the strange behavior in Fig. 2 only occur in JPEG2000? In other words,
can this behavior occur in other well-known and more recent codecs such as X264, X265, and
Daala? Second, what is the root cause of such strange behaviors? Determining it will have
important educational values to students, tutors, and instructors.
In an earlier paper [28], we reported some strange behavior in image codecs. In particular, if
one compresses a previously compressed image, it is very likely to see abnormally high
metrics, no mater what image codecs one uses. At the end of [28], we speculated that we
might also see strange behaviors in video codecs as well. In this paper, our main goal is to
summarize our study on video codecs. We first present some experiments that illustrate some
strange and normal behaviors in video compression. We then move on to identify the root
cause of the above behavior shown in Fig. 2. After some extensive experiments, we
determined the root cause was caused by the quality of those input videos, which were
previously compressed and then decompressed by some codecs. The decompressed videos
have some specific artifacts associated with each codec. When the decompressed videos are
compressed again at certain compression ratios, the same artifacts show up again. Since the
artifacts are similar to those artifacts in the original low quality videos, the PSNR values are
high. We observed that this behavior does not only appear in JPEG2000, but it also happens
in every recent and well-known codecs.

Figure2. Averged PSNR plots of 30 images using four well-known codecs: JPEG2000, X264, X265,
and Daala. JPEG2000 has a very strange behavior.
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Our contributions are as follows. First, we report some strange behaviors in video
compression, which may have occurred in many university classes already. It will be
important to let students, tutors, and instructors be aware of such behaviors. Second, we
determined the root cause of the strange behavior shown in Fig. 2. If the input videos are
compressed and decompressed using some codecs such as JPEG2000, X264, X265, and
Daala, then strange and anomalous behavior can occur. For instance, if the images have been
compressed and decompressed using JPEG2000 and the decompressed images are
compressed again by JPEG2000, then we will see strange behaviors similar to that in Fig. 2.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will show the strange and normal
compression behaviors. In Section 3, we will show the root cause of those strange behaviors,
which can actually happen in any codecs. This may be a surprise finding because people may
think recent codecs are more robust to the quality of input images. Finally, we conclude our
papers with some remarks and future directions.

2. STRANGE AND NORMAL BEHAVIORS IN VIDEO COMPRESSION
In this section, we focus on showing some strange and normal behaviors in video codecs.

2.1. A Close Look at Strange Behaviors
Let us first take a close look at those video frames shown In Figure 1 . We can notice that the
image quality is rather poor as shown in Figure 3. There are a lot of artifacts if we zoom in to
certain regions, indicating that the low quality video is probably a reconstructed or
decompressed video. In fact, this low quality video was compressed 100 times and
decompressed using JPEG2000. However, the PSNR metrics shown in Figure 2 have
exceptionally high values, which do not make sense. We believe this puzzling phenomenon
has already occurred many times in video compression classes and we have not seen any
publications explaining this strange behavior.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Low quality video frame; (b) Zoomed-in region. This video is a decompressed video
which was obtained by compressing a high quality video 100 times using JPEG2000.

2.2. Normal Behaviors
From the above, we suspect that the image quality may play an important role in the strange
behaviors in Figure 2. We then carried out another study. Here, we used a high quality video
that has not been compressed before. One video frame is shown in Figure 4, which has much
better quality than that of Figure 3. We then repeated the same study as before and generated
some performance metrics using four codecs. From Figure 5, we can see that, at high
compression cases (less than 0.05 compression ratio), JPEG2000 is actually the lowest
performing codec. The results are in agreement with past studies in the literature.
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(a) Whole image

(b) Zoomed in image

Figure 4. (a) High resolution video; (b) Zoomed-in region.

Figure 5. Normal compression behavior when original high quality video was used .

3. ROOT CAUSE OF STRANGE BEHAVIOR IN VIDEO CODECS AND ITS
VERIFICATIONS
Based on observations in Section 2, it is quite clear what the root cause may be. We speculate
that it is caused by the video quality. Here, we perform a systematic study to confirm the
above speculation. We will also answer the second question: Does the strange behavior only
happen in JPEG2000? The answer is negative, as we observe the same strange behavior in
every recent and well-known codec in the literature.
The following two videos shown in Figure 6 were used in our experiments. The following
procedures were used in our study:
•
Step 1: Compress each video using a video codec (JPEG2000, X264, X265, or Daala)
at several compression ratios, ranging from 100 to 1 to 20 to 1.
•
Step 2: Decompress the video using the same codec in Step 1.
•
Step 3: Compress the decompressed video in Step 2 using all codecs at different
compression ratios and then generate the performance metrics using PSNR.
•
Step 4: Analyze the metrics and see if there is any strange behavior in a particular
codec.
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(a) Running Video. Height: 720; Width: 1280;
Frames: 50.

(b) Johnny Video. Height: 720; Width:1280;
Frames: 601

Figure 6. High quality videos from Xiph [29].

3.1. Running Video
3.1.1. Study for JPEG2000 Codec
Here, we focus on JPEG2000. First, we compressed the video by 100, 50, and 20 times using
JPEG2000 and then decompressed them. The decompressed videos are shown in Figure 7
Figure . For ease of comparison, the original video is also included. If one looks closely at the
zoomed in area of each decompressed video, one can observe some artifacts due to
compression. We then applied four codecs to compress and decompress those previously
compressed and decompressed videos in Figure 7
Figure and the PSNR metrics are shown in Figure 8Error! Reference source not
found.. It can be seen that JPEG2000 has abnormally high values in all metrics.
This study clearly shows that if the input video comes from a decompressed image using
JPEG2000, it is highly likely that a strange behavior can also occur in performance metrics
corresponding to JPEG2000.

(a) High quality video (frame 1)

(b) Zoomed in area

(c) Decompressed frame 1 (100 times compression); (d) Zoomed in area
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(e)
Decompressed frame 1 (50 times compression);

(f) Zoomed in area

(g) Decompressed frame 1 (20 times compression);

(h) Zoomed in area

Figure 7. Original and decompressed videos using JPEG2000.

(a) No compression

(c) 50 times compression

(b) 100 times compression

(d) 20 times compression

Figure 8. Performance metrics of various codecs. The input videos are decompressed videos using
JPEG2000.
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3.1.2. Study for Daala Codec
Here, we repeat the study for Daala. We first compressed the Running video using Daala at
100 to 1, 50 to 1, and 20 to 1 compression ratios and then decompressed it using Daala. The
decompressed videos are shown in Figure 9Figure . For completeness, we also include the
original video for easy comparison. We then used the decompressed videos as inputs to four
codecs and generated the PSNR metrics shown in Figure 10Figure . Although we do not see a
spike, we do see some exceptionally high values in the Daala plots, as compared to other
codecs. From Figure 10Figure (a) for the normal case, we observe that Daala is only slightly
better than JPEG2000 when we use high quality images. Here, we see that Daala gains a
significant boost in metrics when we used the decompressed videos as input. For example, at
0.05 compression ratio, Daala has 32.5 dBs of PSNR in Figure 10Figure (a), but now it attains
47 dBs of PSNR in Figure 10Figure (b), 45 dBs in Figure 10Figure (c), and 38 dBs in Figure
10Figure (d).
This experiment demonstrates that if the input video to a video codec is a decompressed
video using Daala, then it is highly likely that some strange behaviors may show up in the
performance metrics corresponding to Daala.

(a) High quality video (frame 1)

(b) Zoomed in area

(c) Decompressed frame 1 (100 times compression); (d) Zoomed in area
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(e) Decompressed frame 1 (50 times compression);

(f) Zoomed in area

(g) Decompressed frame 1 (20 times compression);

(h) Zoomed in area

Figure 9. Original and decompressed videos using Daala.

(a) No compression

(c) 50 times compression

(b) 100 times compression

(d) 20 times compression

Figure 10. Performance metrics of various codecs. The input videos are decompressed videos using
Daala.

3.1.3. Study for X264 Codec
Here, we investigate whether or not we can observe the same strange behavior if we use
X264. The same steps were followed as the first two studies. That is, we applied X264 to
compress one high quality video at 100 to 1, 50 to 1, and 20 to 1 compression ratios and
decompressed them using X264. The decompressed videos, including the original video, are
shown in Figure 11Figure . We then used these decompressed videos in Figure 11Figure as
input to four codecs. The performance metrics of the different cases are shown in Figure
12Figure .
We can observe the same strange behavior as the earlier cases. As compared to Figure
12Figure (a) for the normal case, all the metrics associated with X264 in Figure 12Figure (b),
(c), and (d) have gained an increase in metrics in terms of PSNR. X265 and Daala also gain
8
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an increase in PSNR values likely due to the fact that they are all discrete cosine transform
(DCT) based codecs.
This study shows that X264 can also have some strange behavior if the input image is not an
original from the camera. In particular, if the input is a compressed and decompressed image
using X264, then it is highly likely that we will see some strange behavior in the performance
metrics corresponding to X264.

(a) High quality video (frame 1)

(b) Zoomed in area

(c) Decompressed frame 1 (100 times compression);

(d) Zoomed in area

(e) Decompressed frame 1 (50 times compression);

(f) Zoomed in area

(g) Decompressed frame 1 (20 times compression);

(h) Zoomed in area
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Figure 11. Original and decompressed videos using X264.

(a) No compression

(b) 100 times compression

(c) 50 times compression

(d) 20 times compression

Figure 12. Performance metrics of various codecs. The input videos are decompressed videos using
X264.

3.1.4. Study for X265 Codec
Finally, we investigate if the latest codec X265 also has the same behavior as the above three
codecs. It turns out that the answer is positive. Here, the original Running video was
compressed 100, 50, and 20 times using X265 and decompressed using X265. The
decompressed videos as well as the original video are shown in Figure 13
Figure . Those decompressed videos were then used as input to four codecs.
As seen in Figure 14Figure (b), (c), and (d), the boost that X265 receives from this test raises
itself, Daala, and X264. However, X265 gains much stronger than X264 in this test. As
compared to those plots in Figure 14Figure (a), X265’s PSNR scores in Figure 14Figure (b),
(c), and (d) are much higher than the other methods across most compression rates.
After these case studies, we can conclude that every codec can have strange behaviors if the
input video is not coming from the uncompressed raw camera videos
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(a) High quality video (frame 1)

(b) Zoomed in area

(c) Decompressed frame 1 (100 times compression); (d) Zoomed in area

(e) Decompressed frame 1 (50 times compression);

(f) Zoomed in area

(g) Decompressed frame 1 (20 times compression);

(h) Zoomed in area

Figure 13. Original and decompressed videos using X265.
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(a) No compression

(b) 100 times compression

(c) 50 times compression

(d) 20 times compression

Figure 14. Performance metrics of various codecs. The input videos are decompressed videos using
X265.

3.2. Running Video
To further confirm the results in Section 3.1, we include some results using another video
known as the Johnny Video.
3.2.1. Study for JPEG2000 Codec
The same protocol in Section 3.1 has been used. Here, we focus on JPEG2000. First, we
compressed the Johnny video by 100 and 20 times using JPEG2000 and then decompressed
them. We did not include the 50 to 1 compression case because the quality difference of the
100 to 1 and 20 to 1 is almost unnoticeable. The decompressed videos are shown in Figure
15Figure 15. For ease of comparison, the original video is also included. We then applied four
codecs to compress and decompress those previously compressed and decompressed videos
in Figure 15Figure 15 and the various performance metrics are shown in Figure 16Figure . It
can be seen that JPEG2000 has abnormally high values in all metrics.
This study clearly shows that if the input video comes from a decompressed image using
JPEG2000, it is highly likely that a strange behavior can also occur in performance metrics
corresponding to JPEG2000.
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(a) High quality video (frame 1)

(b) Zoomed in area

(c) Decompressed frame 1 (100 times compression); (d) Zoomed in area

(e) Decompressed frame 1 (20 times compression);

(f) Zoomed in area

Figure 15. Original and decompressed videos using JPEG2000.

(a) No compression

(b) 100 times compression
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(c) 20 times compression
Figure 16. Performance metrics of various codecs. The input videos are decompressed videos using
JPEG2000.

3.2.2. Study for Daala Codec
Here, we focus on Daala and see if we still observe those strange behavior in Section 3.1.B.
We first compressed the Johnny video using Daala at 100 to 1 and 20 to 1 compression ratios
and then decompressed them using Daala. The decompressed videos are shown in Figure
17Figure . For completeness, we also include the original video for easy comparison. We then
used the decompressed videos as inputs to four codecs and generated the performance metrics
shown in Figure 18Figure . Although we do not see a spike, we do see some exceptionally
high values in the Daala plots in Figure 18Figure (b), (c), as compared to other codecs.
In particular, from Figure 18Figure (a) for the normal case, we observe that Daala is only
slightly better than JPEG2000 when we use high quality images. Here, we see that Daala
gains a boost in metrics when we used the decompressed videos as input. For example, at
0.05 compression ratio, Daala has 44 dBs of PSNR in Figure 18Figure (a), but now it attains
52 dBs of PSNR in Figure 18Figure (b) and 48 dBs in Figure 18Figure (c).
This experiment demonstrates that if the input video to a video codec is a decompressed
video using Daala, then it is highly likely that some strange behaviors may show up in the
performance metrics corresponding to Daala.

(a) High quality video (frame 1)

(b) Zoomed in area.
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(c) Decompressed frame 1 (100 times compression); (d) Zoomed in area

(e) Decompressed frame 1 (20 times compression);

(f) Zoomed in area

Figure 17. Original and decompressed videos using Daala.

(a) No compression

(b) 100 times compression

(c) 20 times compression
Figure 18. Performance metrics of various codecs. The input image is a decompressed image using
Daala.

3.2.3. Study for X264 Codec
Here, we investigate whether or not we can observe the same strange behavior if we use
X264. The same steps were followed as the first two studies. That is, we applied X264 to
15
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compress one high quality video at 100 to 1 and 20 to 1 compression ratios and decompressed
them using X264. The decompressed videos, including the original video, are shown in
Figure 19. We then used these decompressed videos in Figure 19Figure as input to four
codecs. The performance metrics of the different cases are shown in Figure 20Figure .
We can observe the same strange behavior as the earlier cases. As compared to Figure
20Figure (a) for the normal case, all the metrics associated with X264 in Figure 20Figure (b),
(c), and (d) have gained an increase in metrics in terms of PSNR. X265 and Daala also gain
an increase in PSNR values likely due to the fact that they are all discrete cosine transform
(DCT) based codecs.
This study shows that X264 can also have some strange behavior if the input image is not an
original from the camera. In particular, if the input is a compressed and decompressed image
using X264, then it is highly likely that we will see some strange behavior in the performance
metrics corresponding to X264.

(a) High quality video (frame 1)

(b) Zoomed in area

(c) Decompressed frame 1 (100 times compression); (d) Zoomed in area

(e) Decompressed frame 1 (20 times compression);

(f) Zoomed in area

Figure 19. Original and decompressed videos using X264.
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(a) No compression

(b) 100 times compression

(c) 20 times compression
Figure 20. Performance metrics of various codecs. The input image is a decompressed image using
X264.

3.2.4. Study for X265 Codec
Here, we investigate if the latest codec X265 also has the same behavior as the above three
codecs. The answer is positive. Here, the original Johnny video was compressed 100 and 20
times using X265 and decompressed using X265. The decompressed videos as well as the
original video are shown in Figure 21Figure . Those decompressed videos were then used as
input to four codecs.
As seen in Figure 22Figure (b), (c), and (d), the boost that X265 receives from this test raises
itself, Daala, and X264. However, X265 gains much stronger than X264 in this test. As
compared to those plots in Figure 22Figure (a), X265’s PSNR scores in Figure 22Figure (b),
(c), and (d) are much higher than the other methods across most compression rates.
After these case studies, we can conclude that every codec can have strange behaviors if the
input video is not coming from the uncompressed raw camera videos.
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(a) High quality video (frame 1)

(b) Zoomed in area

(c) Decompressed frame 1 (100 times compression); (d) Zoomed in area

(e) Decompressed frame 1 (20 times compression);

(f) Zoomed in area

Figure 21. Original and decompressed videos using X265.

(a) No compression

(b) 100 times compression

(c) 20 times compression
Figure 22. Performance metrics of various codecs. The input image is a decompressed image using
X265.
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3.3. Advice to Students, Instructors and Tutors
From the above studies, we can observe that the strange behaviors in the performance metrics
are caused by certain compression artifacts in the input video. Different codecs may have
some unique artifacts. When the decompressed videos are compressed again at certain
compression ratios, the same artifacts show up again. Since the artifacts are similar to those
artifacts in the original images, the performance metrics are high. For instance, if a
decompressed image from a particular codec, say Daala, is used again as an input image to
the same Daala codec, then it is possible to see some strange behaviors in the performance
metrics. Hence, a piece of advice should be given. If an instructor assigns some class projects
to students, he needs to tell the students that the input videos to be fed into various video
codecs need to be from uncompressed videos (raw camera videos). If instructors forgot to
mention the above, tutors or students need to be careful about the input video quality. The
highest quality videos should be used in the experiments. One way to check the quality is to
zoom in to the areas with edges and see if there are any blocky or ringing artifacts. Ideally,
uncompressed videos from digital camcorders should be used.

3.4. Discussions
Besides teaching, the strange behaviors can be used to detect whether a video is genuine or
not. For instance, suppose a video has been compressed and decompressed by X-264 before.
Now, we want to determine whether this video is genuine or not. One way to verify this is to
compress it again by X-264 and other codecs. If we see some strange peaks in the
performance metrics of X264 and not in others, then we can say that the given video is not
genuine. Therefore, our paper can be useful for video forensic, which is to determine whether
a video is genuine or not.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we first report some puzzling observations that students in video compression
courses may encounter in their class projects. That is, if students use some low quality videos
that may have been compressed and decompressed before in their compression experiments,
then they may observe some unexpected high performance metrics in some codecs. We then
use experiments to demonstrate that such anomalous behavior can happen in any codec. The
recommendation to instructors, tutors, and students is that one should use high quality videos
that directly come out of the digital camcorders when one tries to compare the performance of
different codecs. The observations in this paper can also provide some guidance to video
forensics.
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